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Best Outcomes 



Timeline 

2010  2011  2012  2013  2014 

Community Visioning 

Land Need Analysis 

Community/ Stakeholder Involvement 

Efficiency Measures 

UGB 
Recommendation 

UGB Expansion Analysis 

 
• EWEB/Riverfront Amendment Package 
• Downtown/ Mixed Use Code Amendments 
• Employment Zone Flexibility/Code Amendments  
• Residential Redesigntions 
• Single Family Code Amendments/Interim 

Protections 
• MUPTE/ Investment Tools 
• South Willamette Area Plan 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 year Population ForecastBased on CC direction that 55% of new homes will be SF,94% can fit inside current UGB



Community Involvement 

 



Next Steps 

2015 

On-line Open 
House: 
envisioneugene.org 
 
In-person Open 
House: 
January 13,  
4-6pm 
Atrium Lobby 

City Council 
Public Forum: 
January 20,  
7:30 pm  
Harris Hall 
 
City Council 
Work 
Session: 
January 28,  
noon 
Harris Hall 

Eugene & Lane 
County Planning 
Commissions:  
 
 
• Public Hearing 
• Deliberations 
• Recommendation 

Eugene City 
Council & Lane 
County Board of 
Commissioners: 
 
• Public Hearing 
• Deliberations 
• Adoption 

Oregon 
Department of 
Land 
Conservation & 
Development: 
 
• Acknowledgement 
 

Preliminary Recommendation Formal Adoption Process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
20 year Population ForecastBased on CC direction that 55% of new homes will be SF,94% can fit inside current UGB



Presentation Outline 
 Jobs, Parks and Schools 

 Discussion 

 Single Family Homes 
 Discussion 

  



JOBS, PARKS AND SCHOOLS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you Carolyn!So we will begin with the recommendation for adding land to Eugene for jobs, parks and schools.  



PARKS AND SCHOOLS 

Santa Clara  
Community Park 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Parks and schools are a huge component of Eugene’s livability. How do we provide for a thriving Eugene in terms of these community assets?



PARKS AND SCHOOLS 
 
2012 Envision 
Eugene 
Recommendation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As proposed in the 2012 Recommendation, We will add to our beloved system of community parks in Bethel and Santa Clara, where park acquisitions and improvements are most needed to serve the community. <Point out each> Santa Clara does not currently have a community park, so this land is desperately needed for the residents of this part of the city.And we will add land for the future needs of the growing Bethel School district, as identified in the school district’s long-range facilities plan.<Point out school site>



Santa Clara Community Park 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The City parks team was able to acquire an additional 16 acres in Santa Clara couple of years ago. This brings the size of the future Santa Clara Community Park to 35 acres adjacent to Madison Middle School.Here’s River Road, and Wilkes Drive leading to the school and the southern portion of the park; the northern portion of the park fronts River Loop 2.The new UGB is shown in dotted black, and the existing UGB is the solid black line.



Golden Gardens Park & Bethel School Site 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving over to the Bethel neighborhood, Golden Gardens Community Park (point out) is a 222 acre city owned property with plenty of room for natural area restoration, passive recreation, and active uses such as a playground and ball fields. The park will have multi-use paths connecting to neighborhood streets and the whole park will be master planned with community input in the coming years.The park is adjacent to land owned by Bethel School district that will be used for future K-8 school facilities (point out). The district owns almost 80 acres, but only needs to bring 54 into the urban growth boundary to meet the district’s 20 year growth projection. This amount of land provides space to build on the northern portion of the property while protecting floodplain and wetlands on the southern portion of the property.  Again the existing UGB is the solid black line and the recommended new UGB is the dotted black line.



LAND FOR JOBS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From Parks and Schools we turn to the jobs recommendation. We know that to thrive as a community in terms of economic prosperity, we need more jobs. We are faced with high unemployment and low wages, but there are actions the city can take to begin to address these issues.



 

JOBS 
 

2012 
Envision Eugene 
Recommendation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The city can add land, apply appropriate zoning, and do master planning. The 2012 Recommendation identified study areas for using land more efficiently inside the existing UGB, and a preferred location to expand for large employment sites near the Eugene Airport. 



JOBS 

2014 Employment Land Need Update 
• Employment Growth Rate of 1.4 % 
• 35,800 Jobs over 20 years 

92% Inside  
Current UGB 

8% Outside  
Current UGB 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Earlier this year, the city updated our land need for employment, and we were pleased to have our estimated employment growth rate of 1.4 % confirmed by a new forecast put out by the Oregon Employment Department. That means we are planning for about 35,800 more jobs in Eugene over the next 20 years.All but about 3,000 of them can fit on existing lands inside the urban growth boundary. The remaining need will require a UGB expansion.



JOBS 
 
Existing Capacity 
 
 

• Vacant Land  
• Partially Vacant 
• Brownfields  

Program 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inside the current UGB, we have an inventory of just 14 industrial sites over 10 acres in size, including vacant, partially vacant, and “brownfield” sites. Since the 2012 Recommendation, the City has established a brownfields program, in collaboration with Springfield and Lane County. The initial inventory and phase 1 assessment work was funded by an EPA grant. Further grant funding is being sought to continue working toward brownfield cleanup and site re-use.



JOBS  

 E-2 
 Mixed Use    
 Employment   
 Zoning  

 E-1 Campus       
 Employment    
 Zoning 

2014 
Efficiency 
Measures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In May 2014, the Council adopted efficiency measures in our campus industrial areas, making them more flexible for office-type uses and a few manufacturing uses such as food and beverage; (point out new E-1 zones on Chad, Greenhill Tech Park, and Willow Creek)In addition, a new E-2 Mixed Use Employment zone was adopted for West Eugene, allowing a mix of commercial and industrial uses to increase job density along the EmX rapid transit corridor.These efficiency measures account for about 4,250 commercial jobs inside the UGB.



JOBS 
Remaining Land Need Outside UGB 
• 11 sites over 10 acres in size 
• Targeted Industries  

Manufacturing (Advanced, Wood Products,  
  Food and Beverage) 

Biomedical & Environmental Services 
Health and Wellness 
Software & Educational Technology 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our remaining need outside the UGB is based on a targeted industries approach to provide land needed by the types of businesses Eugene is well suited to attract. Our analysis of the needs of the targeted industries revealed a large site need of 11 sites over 10 acres in size. The targeted industries list includes three types of manufacturing, biomedical and environmental services, health and wellness, and software and educational technology. This targeted industries approach and other employment assumptions were vetted and reviewed with the Technical Resource Group and other stakeholders.



UGB Expansion  
Study Area 

JOBS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To meet the need for 11 large employment sites outside the UGB, we first established an expansion study area.It includes land inside the Metro Plan Boundary + land generally within ½ mile of the current UGB.



UGB Expansion 
Study Area: 
Priority Lands 

JOBS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then we mapped the land in the study area by priority category under the state wide planning system and County assigned plan designation. Oregon land use law aims to protect farm and forest designated lands by categorizing them as last priority for inclusion in a UGB. First priority lands to bring into the UGB would be urban reserves; we don’t have any of those, so we start by looking at 2nd priority lands, shown in Rust, which include lands designated as residential, commercial, industrial, or government by the County. They include the airport, LCC, and rural residential lands around the city.Third priority lands are shown in teal; they are classified as Marginal for their marginal farm and forest value.Fourth and last priority are farm and forest lands shown in seafoam green.Other lands not available for urban uses are in tan – sand and gravel, park land and airport reserves. 



JOBS  
UGB Study Area 
Analysis 
 
• Public Land 
• Parcel Size  
• Slope 
• Flood Plain 
• Cost to Serve 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next step is to analyze the lands in each priority category to see if they can meet our needs for expansion. In the case of the city’s employment land need, the sites must not be publicly owned, must be over 10 acres in size, relatively flat, not prone to flooding, and not too expensive to serve with roads and utilities.Through this analysis, we were able to confirm that the Clear Lake area is the only area that can meet our employment land needs. Major roads and utilities are already present in the area because of its location near the Eugene Airport. There are no major infrastructure projects such as bridges needed to serve this area.



Clear Lake Study Area 

Environmental Justice Analysis 
 
“Plan for jobs that benefit  
the environmental health,  
economic and social sustainability 
of the surrounding community” 
 

 Master Planning and Zoning 
 Clear Lake Overlay Zone 
 Health Impact Assessments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we began to take a closer look at the land and development issues in the Clear Lake area. As you may recall, we were directed by council motion to specifically consider potential environmental justice impacts of planning for industrial and residential uses in expansion areas. We began that work in April, breaking new ground for Eugene by using an Environmental Justice lens to plan for public health, environmental quality, and economic prosperity.  The best outcomes for planning in this area will be realized by using a combination of planning tools such as master planning and an overlay zone, and partnerships, such as with Lane County Public Health to complete Health Impact Assessments as development projects come forward.



Add 924 acres to the 
UGB for over 3,000 Jobs, 
a Community Park, and 
a future school site in 
the Bethel 
neighborhood 

 
JOBS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The UGB recommendation in the Clear Lake area will accommodate over 3,000 jobs in Bethel - A 222 acre community park - and a 54 acre future school site -to be master planned in partnership with local and state agencies to realize our economic development, natural resource, and livability goals. The city plans a green infrastructure system that manages and cleans storm water runoff, preserves the flood plain, preserves certain wetlands and establishes a new wetland mitigation bank for those low quality wetlands that must be impacted to accommodate the big employment sites.The area will need commercial support services such as restaurants and banks for employees, and these commercial uses will fill a larger neighborhood need as well. Industrial uses will be most intense in the northern portion of the study area, north of Clear Lake Road, with uses gradually decreasing in intensity to campus employment and parks and schools adjacent to the existing Bethel neighborhood. This employment center will bring transit service closer to the Eugene Airport.(455 buildable acres 193 green infrastructure acres = 648 for jobs)



Color Code Sites Needed Size Range 

Black 4 10-20 ac 

Green 2 20-50 ac 

Blue 3 50-75 ac 

Red 2 75+ ac 

JOBS 

Large Site Portfolio 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map shows how the needed employment sites could be situated in the expansion area. The numbers in the ovals are acreage numbers, and represent how the needed portfolio of sites from 10-70 acres in size could be met on the ground. Actual developable site boundaries will be determined through the master planning and natural resource permitting process. The city is looking to learn from a pilot industrial certification and regional wetland permitting process underway in Linn and Benton Counties, and has started that conversation with the state agencies.



JOBS 

UGB Package Components: 
• UGB Location & 11 Job Sites 10-70 Acres 
• Comprehensive Plan Designations & Policies 
• Urban Transition Zoning, Clear Lake Overlay 
• Public Facilities Plan & Transportation Plan 

Amendments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what will the UGB adoption package look like? As shown on the maps in the previous 2 slides, the package will have the UGB location and the conceptual locations of the needed sites in our employment portfolio; comprehensive plan designations and policies, urban transition and overlay zoning, and amendments to the TSP and Public Facilities plan. You will see all of these components as part of the formal UGB adoption process./UL, /WQ, /CAS, /CL



JOBS 

Post UGB Adoption Planning 
• Economic Development Plan 

Wetlands & Storm Water Master Plan  
• Annexation & Zone Changes  
• Capital Improvements 
• Partner on Health Impact Analyses,  

Marketing Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the local adoption is complete, we will continue working on the components necessary to implement the plan and see job development projects come to fruition. As I’ve mentioned, this work will include economic development planning, a wetlands and stormwater master plan, annexation and zone changes as property owners are eligible and ready to annex and develop their properties; Capital Improvements Programming to build needed infrastructure projects, and the partnership efforts with Lane County Public Health, Travel Lane County, and other economic development and community organizations. 



Recommendation 

Jobs, 
Parks  
and 
Schools 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning for over 3,000 jobs in Bethel, in a neighborhood that will also include a large park and land for future schools, is a fabulous opportunity to bring amenities to the northwest corner of the city and add to what’s great about Eugene. I’m really looking forward to working on this and to hearing your discussion! 





SINGLE FAMILY HOMES 



2012 Recommendation for Homes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we are going to turn to our single family home need.I’d like to start by As a refresher, this map shows the 2012 Envision Eugene Recommendation for homes. At that time, the recommendation included two areas proposed for expansion – Clear Lake to the southeast of the airport, and Bailey Hill/Gimpl Hill area, which is southwest of the current UGB. The recommendation was a balance between accommodating homes inside the current UGB while maintaining the livability and sense of place we all love. Following the recommendation, city council directed staff to consider two other areas – the Lane Community College basin and a property just west of the former Hynix site.  (Fly in).  Since that time, clear lake - employmentAs a reminder, at the time of this direction, staff made it clear that we would need to evaluate the entire UGB study area, as is required by state law, and not just focus on the areas identified as preferences.  



UGB Expansion Analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is Eugene’s current urban growth boundary.  It was established in 1982 and for the past 30 years, it has accommodated all of our housing needs.  By embracing the concept of compact development and by using land responsibly, effectively and efficiently, Eugene has been able to been able to maintain its UGB.  As we look ahead to the next 20 years, the Envision Eugene recommendation focuses on accommodating the vast majority of the future housing needs inside the current UGB, with a modest expansion for single family homes continuing our legacy of using our land responsibly. Before I present the preliminary recommendation for where that expansion should occur, I want to briefly walk you through the steps in the analysis that led to the recommendation.   As Terri noted, the UGB expansion process is tightly controlled by a complex and prescriptive set of state laws.  The required analysis for a housing expansion are very similar to that for employment, with a few subtle differences.�



UGB Expansion Analysis 
Step 1: Determine Need for Single Family Homes 

Capacity Inside Current
UGB (8,222 Homes)
Remaining Need (532
Homes)

94% 
inside 

current 
UGB 

6%  
remaining 

need 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First step is to determine the city’s need for SF housing over the next 20 years and whether or not it can be accommodated within the current UGB.  We’ve determined that 94% of our future SF need can fit inside current UGB. These 82 Hundred homes are expected to occur on vacant land, on land that is partially developed, as well as on land that was recently re-designated to SF. The remaining or unmet need, is approximately 530 homes, which require a UGB expansion.   This is determined based on:-the adopted 20 year Population Forecast, -City Council direction to use a housing mix of 55 SF/45 MF for new housing, -and many other assumptions and technical data, 



 

UGB Analysis 

Step 2:  
Establish Study Area 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a land need has been established, the next step is to establish a general study area.  As you can see, we used the same study area for all of the proposed UGB expansions.



Step 3:  
Identify Priority Lands 
 
 

 
 
 
 

UGB Analysis 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third step requires that all of the land within the study area be sorted into categories based on plan designation.  Terri covered this in the previous presentation.   Rust colored lands are our first priority for expansion.  Sea foam green are the very last priority. 



 
 

 
 
 

UGB Analysis 

Step 3:  
Identify Priority Lands 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map shows only those lands that are the city’s first priority for a UGB expansion.  Again, these are essentially lands that have been designated by Lane County for residential, commercial, industrial or Government and education uses.   You’ll notice that neither Clear Lake area or the area just west of Hynix appear on this map.  They are not within the first priority of lands for us to consider. 



Step 4:  
Exclude lands that 
are not buildable or 
not suitable: 
 

• Public Lands 
• Floodplain 
• Steep Slopes 
• Compatibility 
• Services 

 
 
 

 

UGB Analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In step 4, we must exclude lands that have specific characteristics, as they are either not buildable or suitable for SF housing. These characteristics are spelled out in state law, and include lands that:Are publically owned and not suitable or available for SFAre wholly or predominately within the floodplainAre severely constrained by steep slopesAre situated in areas with severe negative compatibility issuesAnd cannot reasonably be provided services



UGB Analysis 

Step 5:  
Comparison of Areas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once the non-buildable and non-suitable areas have been excluded, we are left with these five areas.  It is important to note that, within these areas, there is more than enough land to accommodate our remaining need of 530 single family homes.  That means we are required to do a comparative analysis to determine which area, areas or portions of these areas will best meet our needs for UGB expansion.  At this point, state law requires that .  DAG trust doesn’t make it into given it’s forest land designation.  And it’s not needed to include any of these study areas into the UGB



UGB Expansion Analysis 

Step 5: Comparison of Areas 
 

 Efficient accommodation of land need 
 Provision of public facilities and services 
 Environmental, energy, economic and social consequences 
 Compatibility with nearby agricultural and forest activities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The comparative analysis must be based on these 4 factors spelled out in state law.  It’s a really balancing and weighing exercise to determine the which of these remaining areas will best meet our needs.  [



UGB Expansion Analysis 

Site Analysis 
 Natural resources 
 Slopes/topography 
 Parcel configurations 
 Development patterns 
 Soils 
 Housing capacity 
 Uses on surrounding farm and forest lands 
 Public facilities/services 

 

 

Step 5: Comparison of Areas 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of this comparative analysis, we conducted extensive and exhaustive site analysis of the 5 remaining study areas.  These are the kinds of things that we’ve looked atI won’t be going through all the details of the analysis today.  We have included a great deal of that information in your packets and in the handouts in front of you today.  I do however, want to orient you to the study areas. 



UGB Analysis 

Step 5:  
Comparison of Areas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, these are the 5 remaining study araes.The first two on the left or west side are along Crow Road and along Willow Creek Road, near Greenhill Road.  During that evaluation, it was evident early on that these two areas were just not on the par with the others for a variety of reasons, including active farm use in Crow area and exceptionally high service costs for Willow Creek.  At that point, we knew our focus would be on the other three areas.



UGB Analysis 

Bailey Hill/ 
Gimpl Hill 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First focus area is located SW of current UGB, along Bailey Hill and Gimpl Hill Roads



UGB Expansion Analysis 

Bailey Hill/ 
Gimpl Hill 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OrientStreetsUGB is dotted lineExplain rural residential (first priority) – 4 pockets.  @ of which are contiguous with UGBRed is expanded area green is forest and brown is farm



UGB Analysis 

Crest/ 
Chambers 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving on to crest/Chambers.   Located in the area where Crest and Chambers insect, and Crest becomes Lorane Highway.  South of Crest School site



UGB Expansion Analysis 

Crest/ 
Chambers 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
StreetsUGBPriority 



UGB Analysis 

Bloomberg/ 
McVay 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, Bloomberg/McVay, which is located on the north side of 30th, across from the Lane Community College campus. West of McVay and I-5



UGB Expansion Analysis 

Bloomberg/ 
McVay 
 

Bloomberg/ 
McVay 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Orient 



UGB Expansion Analysis 

 Technical Resource Group 
 Planning Commission 
 Triple Bottom Line Analysis 
 Property Owners 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the extensive site analysis, we also shared the information with and sought input from with a variety of groups and stakeholders.  We brought information to the Technical Resource Group for vetting and to Planning Commission for feedback. (memo from TRG)We met with a subcommittee of members of the Planning, Sustainability and Human Rights Commissions who explored the environmental, equity and economic impacts, benefits and trade-offs of the three focus areas (The results of their analysis are in your packet today)We also held meetings geared towards the property owners and residents within the three focus areas, because of the unique impact   (summary of those meetings is in your packet)Throughout the comparative analysis and the stakeholder input, the common thread was that all of the study areas have challenges. With one exception, the areas have excessively large infrastructure investments compared to the number of units served.  All have some topographic and natural resources constraints.  During the TBL analysis – one area did not rise to the top. However, we do think there are two areas that will best meet our needs . . . 



Recommendation 

Bailey Hill/ 
Gimpl Hill 
 
 Bloomberg/ 
McVay 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We recommend a small expansion in the Bailey/Gimpl study area that is relatively cost-effective to serve and leverages investments that will be needed to serve areas already inside the current UGB.  These small areas will not cover all of Eugene’s need, so in addition we recommend expanding in the Bloomberg/McVay study area.  This requires a small amount of intervening forest and farm land to connect to the current UGB, however this small extension is designed to include Bloomberg Park and an EWEB reservoir, thus minimizing the need for forest and farm land as much as possible.  Together, these 3 relatively small sites provide enough capacity for our total expansion need of 530 homes.



Preliminary Recommendation 

Bailey Hill/  
Gimpl Hill 
 

60 Acres 
135 Homes 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two sites in Bailey/Gimpl area contiguous to the current urban growth boundary are the most cost-effective to serve of all of the study areas we’ve looked at.  These are relatively cost- effective due to the infrastructure that is required to serve areas that are already inside the current UGB but not yet served.   In total, these two sites incorporate approximately 60 acres of land and a capacity for 135 homes.  



Preliminary Recommendation 

Bloomberg/ 
McVay 
 
 
 

230 Acres 
400 Homes 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the Bloomberg/McVay study area has considerably higher infrastructure costs associated with it, it has many other unique attributes that are in alignment with our community values. It is the only area currently served by transit, and it responds to plans for extending the EmX bus rapid transit system, which strengthens the connections between this area and the rest of the community. It reaches out towards Lane Community College, a highly valued regional institution with big plans and a vital role to play in building prosperity in the region.  It has the most potential to become a complete neighborhood, as it already includes commercial area.It is situated between existing regional job centers, including downtowns of Eugene and Springfield.  It connects with major streets in the region and creates possibilities for more efficient, shared utilities and services.It provides for access to parks and natural areas, including our ridgeline park system.  In addition, in the long term, it also has realistic potential for urban reserves.  Urban Reserves allow communities to plan for up to 50 years of growth, which enables longer-term, more comprehensive planning to occur.  If the LCC basin area is eventually identified for Urban Reserves, it can be master planned in a way to accommodate complete 20- minute neighborhoods that other study areas cannot.  Planning expansion areas for 20-minute neighborhoods is a goal under the Envision Eugene Climate and Energy Pillar and the Affordable Housing Pillar.  This area has the most potential to realize that goal. The Bloomberg/McVay site incorporates approximately 230 acres of land and a capacity for about 400 homes.  The existing commercial and industrial lands would remain as employment lands in recognition of their existing uses. 



Preliminary Recommendation 

 Urban Reserve Planning 
 Land Use  
 Natural Resource Protections 
 Transportation  
 

 
 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning for Urban Reserves, once our 20-year UGB is established is also a staff recommendation.  Urban Reserve planning is an important component of the ongoing monitoring of our land supply, providing both flexibility and certainty for the community in future years. Staff also recommends that we look at our land use regulations that would apply in these areas once brought into the UGB.   - some practices that are currently allowed in the county but not the city (such as the number of allowed farm animals) should be allowed to continue during the transition period.  Significant natural resources that have been identified in these areas, including wetlands and streams, will be given the same protections that other significant natural resources inside the current UGB have.Transportation issues associated with these areas – whether local or regional - will need to be addressed and coordinated with the update of Eugene’s Transportation System Plan. 



Preliminary Recommendation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This maps illustrates the preliminary recommendation for expansion for jobs, parks, schools and homes.  Proposed expansions are Shown in orange outlines.  For context, we are expecting an almost 20% increase in population over the next 20 years.  Footprint of community will grow by about 3.5 percentGiven current council direction and the assumptions we’re working with, we feel this is a balanced recommendation that meets state law as well as the community’s values and long-term interests. State law says we need to find room for a growing population, and spells out how that should be done.  This recommendation for a small UGB expansion combines the deeply-held values and attributes of our community with the rules of state law.  As a community, Eugene does more than almost any other community to protect prime farm and forest lands and natural resources.  We have grown responsibly and compactly for over 30 years, since our first UGB was established.  This recommendation holds true to that legacy while taking small steps – in the right direction – to provide for a growing population.    
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